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Æduil, coinage of, 6, 12, 17
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Æthelstan, penny of, 184
Æthelwulf of Wessex, penny of, 184
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Alfred, penny of, 184
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Anted, coinage of, 6, 12, 17
Apthorpe, John, coin-weight maker, 113–14, 117
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Axbridge mint, coin of, 161
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Cooper, F.R., collector, 145
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IIISVPRASV, coinage of, 9, 13, 17, 180
Ilsey, R.C., dealer, 153
Ipswich mint, coins of, 184, 186
Irish coins, 92, 95, 102–4, 110, 165–66
Iron-Age coinage, 1–17, 179–80, 199–201
Jacob, K.A., collector, 147
Jacobse, Emmanuel, coin-weight maker, 114, 117
James I, coins of, 87–90, 92–95, 99–100, 103–4, 110, 171
John of Avesnes, sterling of, 188
John II of Portugal, vintem of, 188
Johnstone, E.A., collector, 147
Jorden, John Stubbs, die-sinker and medallist, 119–35
Kerison, Samuel, coin-weight maker, 112, 114, 117
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Kirk, John, coin-weight maker, 115–16
Lavers, S.G., collector, 148
Lawrence, L.A., collector, 148
Lawson, W.J., collector, 148
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Liddell, D.G., dealer, 156
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Lincoln, E., dealer, 139, 154
Lincoln, W.S., & Son, dealers, 141, 154
Lingford, H.M., collector, 142, 148
Litchfield, Richard, coin-weight maker, 112–14, 116–17
Lockett, R.C., collector, 139, 141–42, 148
London mint, coins of, 61–62, 64, 162–66, 169, 184–88
Louis XIII of France, scisseno of, 188
LYON, S. & SHARP, M., An Edgar Reform Penny of Axbridge, 161
Mack, Cdr. R.P., collector, 141–42, 148
Maish, W.M., collector, 141, 148
Maltby Springs, North Lincolnshire, hoard from, 162–64
Mangakis, D., collector, 142, 149
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May, J., Review of J. Creighton, Coins and Power in Late Iron Age Britain, 199–200
Mayhew, N.J., Sterling. The History of a Currency, reviewed, 201–2
Mayhew, N.J., entry in Coin Register, 184
Mervauvian coins, 182
Miller, S., entries in Coin Register, 183, 185
Mitchell, D.D., dealer, 152
Mitchell, P.D., dealer, 152
M itchell, P.D., EAGLEN, R.J. & PAGAN, H.E., Coin Tickets in the British Hammered Series, 136–57
Mitchell, S., dealer, 155–56
Montagu, H., collector, 149
Morriessen, Lt.-Col. H.W., collector, 149
Mossop, H.R., collector, 149
Murdoch, J.G., collector, 149
Murray, Lt.-Col. J.K.R. & J.E.L., collectors, 149
Mutilation of Roman coins, 18–33
Naish, S.R., collector, 149
NEWMAN, J., entries in Coin Register, 182, 184
NICHOLSON, S., WARHURST, M. & PHILPOTT, R. & EDWARDS, J., Four Seventeenth Century Coin Hoards from Congleton, Cheshire, 91–110
Norman coinage, 60–86, 162–64, 186–87
Northumbrian coinage, 158–61, 183
Norwich munt, coins of, 162–63, 185
Nottingham munt, coin of, 186
Ofna of Mercia, penny of, 183
Order of Industrial Heroism, medal, 207–8
Ormonde money, 92. 95, 102–4, 110
Osborne, B.R., collector, 141, 150
Oxford mint, coins of, 63–64, 92, 102–3, 163
Palestine, currency under the British mandate, 205–6
Parsons, H.A., collector, 150
Parsons, O.F., collector, 150
Peirson, Thomas, coin-weight maker, 112, 117
Perth mint, coin of, 167–68
Philip and Mary, coins of, 92–93, 97, 103
PHILPOTT, R., EDWARDS, J., WARHURST, M. & NICHOLSON, S., Four Seventeenth Century Coin Hoards from Congleton, Cheshire, 91–110
Plat, John, coin-weight maker, 112, 117
Porter, S.R., dealer, 154
Presidential Address, 209–12
Proceedings of the Society, 213–14
Purvey, P.F., dealer, 155
Rasleigh, J., collector, 140, 150
Rasmussen, M.C.S., dealer, 154, 156
Rayner, P.A., dealer, 154–55
Read, Samuel, coin-weight maker, 115–16
Read, W.T., dealer, 140, 154–55
Regression analysis, 34–48
Rennie, George, 173
Report of the Trustees, 215
Reynolds, H.M., collector, 150
Ricardo ingot, 172–74
Richard II, pennies of, 168, 170
Ritual mutilation of Roman coins, 18–33
Robert II of Scotland, coin of, 167–68
Robert II of Scotland, coin of, 168
Robert, Earl of Gloucester, coinage of, 171–86
Robert of Bithune, sterling of, 188
ROBERTSON, A.S., (edited by R. Hobbs and T.V. Buttrey), An Inventory of Romano-British Coin Hoards, reviewed, 189–98
ROBINSON, P., A Northumbrian ‘Styca’ from Wiltshire: The Problem with Southern Provenances of ‘Stycas’, 160–61
Rollin & Feuardent, dealers, 155
Roman coins, 18–33, 181–82
Roman–British coin hoards, 189–98
Rose rylls of James I, 87–90
Roth, B.M.S., collector, 139, 150
Royal Mint, 172–74
Rumney, C., dealer, 155
Ryan, V.J.E., collector, 142, 150
Sacra Moneta, dealers, 154
Saenu, coinage of, 12
Salisbury mint, coins of, 77, 85
Sandwich mint, coin of, 65
Saxon coins, 34–48, 60–70, 158–61, 182–86
Scattas, see Early pennies (scattas)
Schneider, H., collector, 150
Scotland, coinage in, 164–66
Scottish coins, 92, 94, 103–4, 167–68, 188
Seaby, B.A., Ltd., dealers, 141–42, 155–56
Seaby, H.A., dealer, 155–56
Seaby, P.J., dealer, 155
SEALEY, P.R., entry in Coin Register, 180
Sego, coin of, 180
Senior, M.P., dealer, 155
Sharman, R.S., dealer, 155
SHARP, M. & LYON, S., An Edgar Reform Penny of Axbridge, 161
Sharp, M.B., dealer, 152–53
Shrewsbury mint, coin of, 163
Sinclair, M., dealer, 156
Skirpen Bridge, Thirsk, North Yorkshire, hoard from, 168–70
Snellenburg, H.H., jr., collector, 150–51
Spink and Sons Ltd., dealers, 141–42, 155–56
Spink, D.F., dealer, 156
Spink, S.M., dealer, 155–56
Stamford mint, coin of, 186
Stephen, coins of, 187
STEWARTBY, LORD, Rose Rylls of James I, 1605–17, 87–90
Strauss, R., collector, 151
Studio Coins, dealers, 156
Styca, see Northumbrian coinage
Symonds, H., collector, 151
SYMONS, D.J., entries in Coin Register, 188
Taffs, H.W., collector, 151
Tasciovanus, coinage of, 8–12, 17, 180
Testmarks on Viking Age coins, 53–55
Thetford mint, coin of, 63
Thrymsas, see Early shillings (thrymsas)
Tincomaros, coinage of, 9–12, 15, 17
Tiverton, Cheshire, hoard from, 162–64
Tokens, eighteenth century, 119–35
Tooley, N., dealer, 156
Trenerry, Michael, Coins (Ltd.), dealers, 156
Trowbridge mint, coins of, 71, 77, 85–86
Vale Coins, dealers, 156
Varnham, R.P., dealer, 156
Verica, coinage of, 9, 12
Vertty, J., dealer, 140, 157
Victoria, pennies of, 174–75
Viking silver hoards, 49–59
Vollisios, coinage of, 13, 17
Vosenos, coin of, 179
Vosper, M., dealer, 157
Wade, John, coin-weight maker, 112–14, 116–17
Walker, John, possible hoard owner, 94–96, 104–5
Walsh, J., dealer, 153
Walters, F.A., collector, 142, 151
Wareham mint, coin of, 81, 86
WARRINGTON, M. PHILPOTT, R., NICHOLSON, S. & EDWARDS, J., Four Seventeenth Century Coin Hoards from Congleton, Cheshire, 91–110
Warwick mint, coin of, 163
WEBB, H., collector, 151
Webster, J.W., dealer, 155–56
Wheat, W.C., dealer, 157
Wells, W.C., collector, 140, 151
Wheelie, E.H., collector, 139, 151
Whitton, C.A., collector, 151
William I, coins of, 64–65, 162–64, 186
William II, coins of, 186
William the Lion of Scotland, coin of, 188
William, Earl of Gloucester, coinage of, 71–86
William I of Namur and Mersade, silver of, 163
WILLIAMS, G., Coin-brooches of Edward the Confessor and William I, 60–70
WILLIAMS, G., An Enigmatic Coin from Eighth-century Northumbria, 158–60
WILLIAMS, G., entries in Coin Register, 182–87
WILLIAMS, G. & GANNON, A., Two Small Hoards of William I, 162–64
WILLIAMS, J., Coin Inscriptions and the Origin of Writing in Pre-Roman Britain, 1–17
Willis, F., collector, 152
WILSON, J.W., FEVERYER, W.H. & CRIBB, J.E., The Order of Industrial Heroism, reviewed, 207–8
Wiltshire mint, coins of, 77, 81, 86
Winchester mint, coins of, 62–63, 65, 186
Winstanley, E.J., collector, 141, 152
WISE, P.J., entries in Coin Register, 182–83, 188
Withers, P., dealer, 154
Writing, origin of, in Pre-Roman Britain, 1–17
York mint, coins of, 165–66, 169–70, 183, 185
Youde, Maj. W.J.C., collector, 153
Ziegler, P., collector, 152
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Proof indeed that numismatic life exists north of Watford. To sample it, visit our office (just 5 min. walk from New Street Station) or simply request a copy of our latest Sales Catalogue.

18/19 Bennetts Hill, Birmingham B2 5QJ
Tel: 0121-643-2058 Fax 0121-643-2210
Email formatcoins@clara.co.uk.
BOOKS ON COINS, ON WEIGHTS, ON TOKENS!

Our annual catalogue Sacra Moneta offers thousands of new and used numismatic books and some coins, tokens and medallions too.

We publish the following standard reference works. Prices include postage and packing.

**BRITISH COPPER TOKENS 1811 - 1820** The Tokens of England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland incl the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man. P & B R Withers. 1999. 264pp Illustrated throughout £80

**LIONS SHIPS AND ANGELS. Identifying coin-weights found in Britain** P & B R Withers. 1995. PB, 80pp, fully illust. ‘No dealer, collector or museum can afford to be without it...’ BNJ 1995 £25


**TOY COINS** D J Rogers. 1990. A4 276pp. Illustrated throughout £80

**SMALL CHANGE** A series of new classification and identification guides to the fractional silver coins, Edward I to the Commonwealth, based on the coins in the David Rogers and other major collections. Paul & Bente Withers

I: The Halfpennies and Farthings of Edward I and II
A new classification. A5 Card covers 60pp. Illustrated throughout with 4:1 enlargements £10

II: The Halfpennies and Farthings of Edward III and Richard II
A5 Card covers 56pp. Illustrated throughout with 4:1 enlargements £10

Coming soon: III: The Halfpennies and Farthings of Henry IV to Richard II

IV: The Fractional Silver coins of Henry VII to The Commonwealth

**THRYSMAS, SCEATTAS AND STYCAS OF NORTUMBRIA: An Inventory of Finds recorded, to 1997** E J E Pirie. 92pp A4 Card covers. £30

298 substantive entries, relating to hoards, excavation-finds and specimens without site-context, recovered both within the two provinces of Northumbria and beyond. Eighteen distribution-maps; ninety-four coins illustrated alongside the relevant text. Extensive bibliography.

**COINS OF NORTUMBRIA: An illustrated guide to money from the years 670 to 867** E J E Pirie 80pp A5 Card covers. £15

A new and handy reference to the gold, silver and copper coins for the archaeologist, curator, collector and the detectorist. It identifies thrymsas, sceattas and styca - shows which are which and when they were made. It includes practical notes on conservation, and on recording. Separate 4 page price guide.

We are distributors for

**DESIGNS ON POSTERITY. DRAWINGS FOR MEDALS** M Jones (ed.) 1994. 288pp. On the relationship of drawings to medals. Subjects range from the Renaissance to the 1930s £38.50

Books by Norman Biggs: Card covers. A5, all fully illustrated.

**ENGLISH WEIGHTS.** An Illustrated Survey. 3rd reprint, 1998. 80pp £8.50

**APOTHECARIERS WEIGHTS.** An Outline Catalogue. 1994. 32pp £5

**BULLION WEIGHTS.** An Outline Catalogue. 1995. 64pp £7.50

**VERIFICATION MARKS on Weights.** The Administrative Background. 1996. 76pp £8.50

**ANTIQUE WEIGHTS.** The Nineteenth Century. 1998. 82pp + 4pp price guide. £8

**LEAD WEIGHTS: The David Rogers Collection** N Biggs & P Withers. A4. PB ca 80pp. Almost 300 items illustrated actual size and described. Weights with incuse symbols; Weights with embedded objects; Weights with cast designs; Standing weights; Shield-shaped weights; Coin and bullion weights; 'Apothecaries weights'; Weights with stamped marks: Royal monograms, Plumbers' Company and Norwich. £15

To order the above, or a copy of Sacra Moneta, write to

GALATA, The Old White Lion, Market Street, LLANFYLLIN, Powys SY22 5BX

Tel / Fax 01691 648 765 E-mail Paul@galatacoins.demon.co.uk We buy books and libraries.